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Full Visibility into Details behind Budget Variance Reports
Empower Managers to React Faster
Dimensional Insight’s GL Advisor™ enables managers at all levels to quickly access and
understand their budget variance reports. Upper management sees variance information
from a new angle, allowing them to identify areas in the organization that need
attention. Managers in those areas have focused access to their own actual and variance
numbers, as well as the underlying detail needed to answer for their performance.

General Ledger—The Single Source of Financial Truth
The general ledger plays a critical role as the single source of financial truth for
organizations because it aggregates and summarizes information from multiple source
systems. The chart of accounts defines the possibilities for financial reporting – each
transaction is applied to a time period and one or more accounts, which in turn apply to
departments, cost centers, corporations, or other organizational entities.
As a result, general ledger systems are ideal for producing reports at the organization, division,
or department level that let managers compare actual vs. prior period and budget targets.
Budgeting, planning, and forecasting systems use the same account structures, producing data
that is readily connected to the general ledger data in DI GL Advisor.

Typical General Ledger Data Flow

But Sometimes a Roadblock to Key Insights
General ledger reporting typically fails to take advantage of the great flexibility
inherent in the chart of accounts. Reports are produced at a natural account level, for a
particular period, and may be filtered to present data for a particular corporation, vice
president, director, manager, or department. Sometimes, however, a different angle
is required – management needs to see how departments or managers compare on a
particular account, or how a set of accounts is trending over time. This flexibility is a
key feature of DI GL Advisor, which marries traditional financial reporting with flexible
multidimensional analytics.
Regardless of the path followed, users investigating specific variances will typically
reach a point where the general ledger does not provide enough detail. In traditional
systems, manager-level users must request additional data or reports, and what could
take minutes to resolve takes hours or days as a result. DI GL Advisor leverages the
integration capabilities of the Diver Solution to allow users to click through from a
detailed GL transaction to the underlying data in a subledger or source system.

Demolish the Roadblock
Dimensional Insight’s DI GL Advisor enables managers at all levels of an organization to
quickly identify areas of interest in financial data, and dive into relevant transaction
details behind entries in the general ledger. Regardless of where the data resides, they
can investigate variances and examine unexpected cost or revenue trends.

Data Flow with DI GL Advisor

Sample DI GL Advisor Report: Comparing Profit/Loss Responsibility & Key Ratios
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Empower Managers to React Faster
Help your managers focus on responding to budget variances, rather than chasing down
details to illuminate the source of the problems.
Give them access to DI GL Advisor, built on The Diver Solution - now the three-time Best
in KLAS award winner for Business Intelligence/Reporting.
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